Directions From Accessible Parking and Drop-off

To Duke Chapel

- From PGIV, take elevator in the northeast corner of the garage to Level 3 and exit near the Parking Booth.
- Follow the sidewalk around the Bryan Center Circle.
- From the parking circle, locate the sidewalk that runs uphill to the rear of Duke Chapel.
- Follow this sidewalk behind the Duke Chapel.
- Take a right between Duke Chapel and the Divinity Building.
- The wheelchair ramp for Duke Chapel will be visible to your right.

To Page Auditorium

- From PGIV, take elevator in the northeast corner of the garage to Level 3 and exit near the Parking Booth.
- Follow the sidewalk around the Bryan Center Circle.
- Take the right fork of the sidewalk near the sign for Page Auditorium.
- Enter Page Auditorium through the door to the left of the fire escape. For automated opening, press the blue button to your right.